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Dr. Roger Sperry’s discoveries of the roles and
responsibilities of the left- and right-hemispheres of the
Cerebral Cortex provide us with a science-based method for
measuring and comparing the physiological genome of each
individual’s Thinking-Learning-Doing process and Functional
IQ. Dr. Roger Sperry’s discoveries earned him the Nobel Prize
for Medicine and National Science Awards.

The right side of the cerebral cortex is the pathfinder,
hunter/ protector’s side. The left side is the child-bearing,
gatherer/curator’s side. The cerebral cortex also controls
Functional IQ. Nature dictates human physiology, neurology
and hormones. Nurturing decides what we can do with what
we’ve got by generating our brain balance*.

Our Tech-sTem Aptitude Test is an adaptation of Dr. Sperry’s
work and makes it possible to identify and evaluate an
individual’s brain balance and their potential Tech
capabilities and competencies. Test takers can then be
assigned a Degree of Competence based on their sTem-Tech
test score.

Male and female Humans are specifically designed and built
to complement and collaborate — while creating unique
emergent entities.
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The Human CPU
       — Functioning in the SciTech World

The left- and right-hemispheres of our Cerebral Cortex
 View from the Top of the Neocortex (Brain)

• The Human CPU’s capabilities and
competencies — for successfully adapting to the
21st Century American workplace’s SciTech-driven Emergence
and its non-routine Processing (i.e., sTemTech Aptitude)

  _______________

*Brain balance is not definitive until mental aptitudes are
hormonally defined during puberty. It’s the testosterone. During
the four or five years following puberty, mental aptitudes become
hard-wired and increasingly difficult to modify.


